4 x 4 Hunts for Elk, Whitetail, Mule Deer and Antelope

Complete details available online:

avalancheoutfitters.com
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Chris Anastos of Huntington, NY 10-31-21

Jerome Link of Farmersburg, IA 10-29-21

If you would like to receive our newsletter annually,
please contact us by e-mail at avalanche@mtintouch.

Welcome
Welcome to Avalanche Basin Outfitters - We offer premium
guided combination hunts for elk, whitetail and mule deer.
Antelope are also taken as available.
Avalanche Basin Outfitters is located in the Big Belt
Mountain Range of central Montana, hunting district 446. The
hunting area lies 23 miles northwest of White Sulphur Springs
and consists of 46,000 acres of beautiful, mountainous, private
ranchlands. Hunters have averaged 70% success on five and
six point bull elk and 60% success on four and five point mule
and whitetail deer over the last 39 years. The antelope we are
harvesting average 13" in horn length.
These ranches include seven main drainages, the two
largest being Beaver Creek and Elk Creek. The ridges and south
slopes are covered with scattered timber and numerous basins.
Elevations vary from 4,650 ft. to 6,900 ft. The tops of these
ridges offer miles of open parks and benches, where much of
our hunting takes place. The north slopes are steep with heavy
red fir, lodge pole pine and quaking aspen timber for cover.
Destination point is White Sulphur Springs, Montana. The
closest commercial airport is Helena Regional Airport in Helena,
Montana. We provide all transportation to and from camps.
We also provide airport pickup on request.
We work out of a modern camp during the week. The camp
consists of a clean, comfortable cook house, propane heated
cabins (2 people per cabin), and hot showers. We are able to
drive into the camp and travel by 4x4 vehicles to different areas
and drainages throughout the week. This enables hunters to
access much of the area and harvest the best animals available
during their hunt. It also enables us to accommodate people of
mixed ages and physical abilities. We offer both 2 hunters per 1
guide, and 1 hunter per 1 guide rates to insure personal service.
We provide all camps, transportation, equipment, food,
guides and accommodations while you are hunting. You will
need to bring your personal effects, sleeping bag, binoculars,
rifle, ammunition, boots and clothing. You are also responsible
for license fees, taxidermy fees, meat processing & shipping.
Please call or write if you have any questions or need further
information. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Luke and Tom Kuechly of Cincinnati, OH 9-17-21

Joel Davis of Hattiesburg, MS 11-18-21

We operate out of a modern camp on Beaver Creek
Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-18-21
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2021 Hunting Season Summary
The Camas Creek, Fort Logan, KC, Keyhole and Kenan
Ranches were hunted this season.
We had 11 archery hunters this fall. Tammy Dowell
did the cooking and camp duties. Sid McMillin, Garrett
Jobe and I did the guiding.
The first archery hunt was September 6-11. Jim
Switzer of NY and Tom Kuechly of OH were our guests
for the week. This was Jim’s seventh and Tom’s seventh
hunt on the ranches.
Daytime temperatures were in the high 80’s with
nights cooling off to 40 degrees. It was sunny and smoky
throughout the week with no precipitation.

Bryan Long of Shartlesville, PA 10-27-21

Jeremy Idjadi of Coupeville, WA 11-10-21

The first morning Jim worked on a group of elk in the
Low Bar of Camas Creek but the elk winded them. In the
evening Tom had some bulls bugling near a water hole
in Mike’s but the bulls didn’t show. Jim passed on a good
5 point whitetail out of a tree stand on Camas Creek.
The second morning Jim passed on a bull that came to
within 35 yards in Beaver Creek. Tom hunted George’s
Knob and saw a lot of elk and some nice whitetail bucks
but nothing close. That evening Tom connected on a
very nice, long tined 6 point bull at 23 steps out of a
sagebrush blind over wallows. Jim was close to a bull in
Beaver Flats but the bull spooked. The third morning Jim
worked on some bulls in Ayers Creek but no luck. The
fourth afternoon Jim had to cut his trip short for business
reasons. That evening Tom passed on 2 whitetail bucks
in lower Camas Creek. On the fifth evening Tom missed
a 5 point whitetail out of a blind on the High Bar. Later
that evening Tom had another opportunity on a 4 point
whitetail but didn’t connect. On the last evening Tom sat
in a ground blind on the Annex. A large 4 point whitetail
walked by at 20 paces but never offered a good shot.
During the second archery hunt, September 13-18,
Luke and Tom Kuechly of OH and Doug Rehak of PA joined
us for the week. Tom accompanied Luke as an observer.
This was Doug’s seventeenth hunt with us.
The week was warm and partly cloudy with no
precipitation. Highs were in the 70’s with lows reaching
the 30’s.
On Monday morning Doug had a bull raking a tree
near him in Camas Creek but didn’t show. That evening
Luke had a group of elk feed out of the Quonset Ridge but
nothing came in range. On Tuesday morning Luke had
some bulls bugling in Beaver Creek but no luck. In the
evening Doug sat in a blind on the KC Ranch. Some bulls
were feeding towards him but smelled him. Luke had

Mike Herzog of Detroit Lakes, MN 11-18-21
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some elk within 35 yards on Thomas Creek but no nice
bulls. On Wednesday morning Luke had a lot of bugling
in Beaver Creek but nothing came to him. That afternoon
Luke had some bad luck on a good 6 point bull out of a
ground blind on the KC Ranch. Doug worked on some
elk on the Fort Logan Ranch but the elk winded him. On
Thursday morning Doug collected a nice, symmetrical 5
point bull at 33 steps that came to a cow call in Camas
Creek. On Friday morning Luke made an excellent shot at
35 paces on a nice 6x5 bull that came to a call in Beaver
Creek. On Saturday Luke and Tom hunted deer in Camas
Creek but didn’t have a chance at a nice buck.
Dale Zahradka of ND and Anson Goldade of WI were
our guests for the third archery hunt, September 20-25.
This was Dale’s third hunt on the ranches.
We had beautiful weather throughout the week
with temperatures reaching the 70’s during the day and
dropping into the 30’s at night.
On the first morning Dale worked on a group of elk
with several good bulls in upper Camas Creek. The elk
didn’t cooperate but a large bull moose walked by at 15
yards. Anson hunted the Keyhole Ranch and had some
bulls bugling in the morning. That evening the elk fed
out but were 50 steps over the boundary fence. Dale
sat in a ground blind on Thomas Creek and had some
elk feed out but winded him. On the third morning Dale
missed a difficult shot at a 6 point bull that came to a
bugle in Camas Creek. Anson walked into a group of
small bulls above the BLM Ridge but nothing in range.
That evening Dale sat in a brush blind on the end of the
Quonset Ridge. A nice 5 point bull pushed some cows to
within 23 paces but Dale was unable to fill his tag. On the
fourth morning Anson worked on 3 small bulls in lower
Beaver Creek but no luck. That evening he worked on a
group of elk in Camas Creek but didn’t do any good. Dale
harvested a nice 5 point bull at 30 yards out of a sage
brush blind on the KC Ranch. On the fifth morning Anson
had a small bull come past him behind a screen of trees
in lower Camas Creek but had no shot opportunity. That
evening he sat in a brush blind in Thomas Creek and had
some elk feed by but they were out of range. Dale tried
to draw on a 5 point whitetail at 20 steps in the High Bar
but the deer spooked.

Danny Beasley of Greenville, NC 11-12-21

John Vinych of Kindred, ND 10-31-21

On the fourth archery hunt, September 27 through
October 2, guests were Evin and Gabe Hutton and Jake
Freeman of MI. Evin and Gabe hunted together as a
father/son team throughout the week. This was Evin’s
second hunt with us.
Weather was warm throughout the week with some
Doug Rehak of Freeport, PA 9-16-21
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cloudy days and high winds. Highs reached the 70’s with
nights dropping into the 30’s with no precipitation.

Terry Hansen of Moses Lake, WA 11-26-21

Beverly Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-19-21

On Monday morning Jake worked on a group of elk
in the Low Bar but they smelled him. Gabe had a bull
come to a call near the Rock Garden but did not come in
range. That evening Gabe sat in a sage brush blind on the
KC Ranch and had some cow elk at 10 paces but no bulls
close. Evin had a 5 point bull come to within 30 yards on
a waterhole near the Quonset but passed in hopes of a
chance at a better bull. Jake worked on a large 6 point
bull on George’s Knob but never got close. On Tuesday
morning Gabe had a bull coming in fast to a bugle in
Mike’s but the bull turned off at 50 steps and walked
around him. Jake connected on a very nice, long beamed
6 point bull that was with a large group of elk on the Fort
Logan Ranch. On Wednesday evening, Jake worked on
a 5 point mulie buck on the High Bar but no luck. Gabe
had a large bunch of elk around him most of the evening
and connected on a large bodied 6x5 bull at 35 paces
out of a sage brush blind on Thomas Creek. On Thursday
morning Evin worked on a group of bulls that came to a
bugle in lower Camas Creek but the bulls smelled him.
That evening Jake and Gabe hunted mule deer near the
pivots above Camas Creek but had no luck. On Friday
Jake and Gabe tried to make a stalk on some mule deer
bucks in the Dry Range but the deer prevailed. Evin had
some hard luck on a 5 point bull that came to some
wallows on the Keyhole Ranch. On Saturday evening Evin
had a group of 240 elk feed past him on the KC Ranch but
nothing was in range.
Tyler Gisvold of MN and Trevor Bjerke of ND joined
us for the fifth and final hunt of the archery season,
October 3-8. This was Tyler’s and Trevor’s second hunt
on the ranches.
The first 2 days of the hunt were warm and dry with
daytime highs in the 70’s and nighttime lows in the 40’s.
The last 4 days brought wind and cooler temperatures.
We had some light drizzle off and on with highs reaching
50 degrees and lows near 30 degrees.
On the first morning Trevor walked into a small group
of cows and 3 bulls near daylight in Beaver Creek. The
elk went into the creek bottom and gave them the slip.
Tyler stalked a large mule deer in Elk Creek but missed
the deer. Later in the day he had another opportunity
on a different mulie buck but was unable to fill his tag.
That evening Trevor sat in a sage brush blind on some
wallows in Dry Beaver. A cow elk came into the water
but a bull that was following her stayed back. Tyler sat
in a brush blind on the KC Ranch and had some bad luck

Paul Maus of Putnam Valley, NY 10-24-21
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Bryan Long of Shartlesville, PA 10-28-21

Trevor Bjerke of Mapleton, ND 10-8-21

Robb Heinrich of Spokane, WA 10-11-21

Lance Barber of Orlando, FL 11-11-21

Jeremy Idjadi of Coupeville, WA 11-9-21

Chris Anastos of Huntington, NY 11-5-21
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Paul Maus of Putnam Valley, NY 10-26-21

on a good 6 point bull that walked by with a big group
of elk. The second morning Trevor heard a few bugles in
the north end of the Dry Range but nothing close. That
evening Tyler worked on a big group of elk on Thomas
Creek but was never in range. The third morning Tyler
worked on some bulls in Mike’s but had no luck. That
evening he set up on a group of elk in the Low Bar but the
elk fed out late and lost shooting light before he could
make a play. On the fourth evening Trevor hunted out of
a ground blind on the KC Ranch but the elk fed by him at
75 yards. On the fifth evening Trevor worked on a group
of elk on the Fort Logan Ranch but they winded him
before they got in range. On the final afternoon of the
hunt, Trevor hit a nice five point bull out of a sage brush
blind on the KC Ranch. The next morning he was able to
find and sneak up on the bull and made an excellent shot
to fill his elk tag.
We glassed and hunted a lot of great bulls again this
season. Everyone hunted hard and looked at a lot of elk
and beautiful country.
Sid McMillin and I did the guiding on the antelope and
cow elk hunts.
Robb and Zach Heinrich of WA arrived for their
antelope hunt on October 11th. Weather was snowy and
cold with temperatures in the 30’s. That morning Zach
connected on a very nice 13 1/2” antelope at 200 steps
on the High Bar. That evening Robb made an excellent
stalk and filled his tag with a broken horned 13” antelope
at 200 paces on George’s south pivot.

Jake Freeman of Quincy, MI 9-28-21

Terry Hansen of WA drew a doe antelope tag for this
area and started his hunt on October 15th. Weather
was cool and cloudy with a high of 50 degrees. He made
an excellent shot and finished his hunt with a nice doe
antelope at 180 yards on the Fort Logan Ranch. (no
photo)
Eric and Beverly Hutton of MI arrived for their hunt on
the morning of October 17. Eric had drawn both a buck
and doe antelope tag and Beverly had a doe antelope tag.
Both had cow elk tags also. The weather was sunny and
beautiful with temperatures in the 60’s. That afternoon,
Eric had some hard luck on an antelope buck in the
Clear Range. On the morning of October 18 Eric made
an excellent shot on a 14”x13” antelope at 325 steps in
the Clear Range. Later in the afternoon Eric filled his doe
antelope tag with a nice doe taken at 275 paces off of the
rocks towards the Dry Range. The next morning Beverly
finished her hunt with a nice doe taken at 206 yards in
George’s south pivot. No cow elk were taken.
Ken and Kraig Carver of WA joined us for a cow elk

Michael Herzog of Detroit Lakes, MN 11-18-21
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hunt on October 20-21. It was cool and cloudy during
this hunt with highs in the 50’s. We looked at a lot of elk
during the two days but did not get within range of them
and no cows were taken.
Guides for the rifle season were Sid McMillin, Garrett
Jobe, Guy Gravert and I. Tammy Dowell and Matt
Holloway did the cooking and camp duties.
The first hunt of the rifle season was October 23
through October 29. Guests for the week were Bryan
and Teresa Long of PA, Jerome Link of IA, and Paul Maus
of NY. Teresa accompanied Bryan as an observer. This
was Bryan’s sixth, Jerome’s fourteenth and Paul’s eighth
hunt on the ranches.
We had high winds with some light rain and snow
showers throughout the week. High’s reached 50 degrees
and lows dipped into the 30’s.
On the first morning Bryan missed a difficult shot
on a large whitetail buck on George’s Knob. Later in
the morning he had another chance at the same deer
but didn’t connect. That evening Bryan missed another
difficult shot on a large 6 point bull on the back side of
Witch Mountain. Jerome made an excellent shot on
a nice symmetrical 5 point bull at 165 steps out of a
ground blind on the KC Ranch. The second morning Paul
harvested a real nice, large bodied 6 point bull at 300
paces on George’s Knob. On the third day Jerome looked
at 6 mule deer bucks in the north end of the Dry Range
but held out for a larger one. That evening Paul missed
a good 4 point whitetail buck in Camas Creek. On the
fourth afternoon Bryan collected a dark maned 6 point
bull at 300 yards in Beaver Creek. They had spotted this
bull, stalked to within shooting range, then patiently
waited for four hours before the bull offered a shot. That
evening Paul finished his hunt with a wide, high 5 point
whitetail taken at 150 steps on Camas Creek. On the fifth
morning Bryan looked at a lot of nice whitetail bucks off
of George’s Knob but could not get in range of a good 5x5
that he had his eye on. That evening Bryan filled his cow
elk tag with a nice cow taken at 75 paces on the north
side of the Quonset Ridge. Jerome hunted out of a pop
up blind in Camas Creek and passed on some whitetail
bucks hoping for a better one. On the sixth morning
Bryan filled his tags with a beautiful, high racked 4 point
whitetail buck taken at 75 yards on the Fort Logan Ranch.
That evening Jerome looked at a lot of deer in the High
Bar but none of the better bucks came within range of
his blind. Jerome finished his hunt the last morning with
a very nice, wide 5 point whitetail taken at 200 steps in
lower Camas Creek.

Bryan Long of Shartlesville, PA 10-26-21

Kraig Carver of Milton, WA 11-24-21

Ray Rock of Mount Airy, NC 11-5-21
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During the second rifle hunt, October 31 through
November 5, hunters were Chris Anastos of NY, Ray
Rock of NC, Buck Saunders of MI and John Vinych of ND.
This was Chris’s and Ray’s eighth, Buck’s fifth and John’s
eighth hunt with us.
Early in the week the days were sunny, windy and cool
with high’s reaching 40 degrees and nights dipping down
to -5 degrees. It warmed up into the low 60’s later in the
week with night time temperatures around 30 degrees.

Terry Hansen of Moses Lake, WA 11-24-21

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 10-18-21

On Sunday morning Buck missed a 5 point bull on the
Fort Logan Ranch. About 30 minutes later he had another
opportunity at the same bull but didn’t connect. Chris
collected a beautiful, heavy beamed 6 point bull at 180
paces on the Kenan Ranch. That evening John harvested
a high, heavy horned 4 point whitetail at 212 yards out
of a ground blind on the Annex. On Monday morning Ray
connected on a high, long tined 5x4 whitetail at 120 steps
on Camas Creek. That evening Chris missed a long shot
at a whitetail buck in the High Bar. On Tuesday morning
Buck walked into three bulls on the west side of the Burn
in the Dry Range. The bulls were from 20 to 50 paces
feeding towards him and eventually spooked before
he could get a shot at them. That evening Ray passed
on 2 smaller bulls at 205 yards on Yellow Pine Ridge in
hopes of finding a better one. On Wednesday morning
Buck saw a large bull above the Clear Range but couldn’t
get close enough to shoot. That evening Buck stalked to
within 300 steps of 2 nice six point bulls but decided not
to try a shot due to fading light. On Thursday evening
Ray sat on the fence line in Beaver Creek where they had
seen 5 bulls earlier that day but the bulls did not show.
John looked for a bull they had seen that morning in the
north side of the Dry Range but didn’t find him again.
Chris finished his hunt early Friday morning with a nice
symmetrical 4 point whitetail taken at 120 paces in lower
Camas Creek. Ray filled his elk tag with a nice cow taken
at 150 yards north of the Quonset Ridge.
Danny Beasley of NC, Jeremy Idjadi of WA and Lance
Barber and Richard Gourash of FL were our guests for
the third rifle hunt, November 7-12. This was Danny’s
seventh, Lance’s sixth and Richard’s fourth hunt on the
ranches.
This week brought cool, frosty mornings with
temperatures down to -10 degrees. Days were cool,
cloudy and windy with some light snow and rain squalls.
High temperatures reached 30 degrees early in the week
and 40 degrees by the end of the hunt.
The first evening Richard missed a large 5 point
whitetail buck out of a ground blind in George’s south

Jerome Link of Farmersburg, IA 10-23-21
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pivot. Danny had a group of elk in range on the KC Ranch
but there were no good bulls. The second morning Lance
made an excellent shot at 75 paces on a wide, heavy mule
deer on the east side of the Pyramid. Danny spotted 3
bulls in the south field of Democrat and later in the day
stalked to within 200 steps of one of the bedded bulls.
As he was trying to get a good solid rest to shoot, the
bull got up and walked into heavy cover with the 2 other
bulls and disappeared. Jeremy looked over several mule
deer bucks in the north side of the Dry Range. On the
third morning Lance and Richard each missed bulls west
of Ashford Spring. That evening Jeremy stalked several
bucks and connected with a long tined symmetrical 5
point mulie buck in the top of the Dry Range. On the
fourth afternoon Jeremy saw a bull on top of Transmission
Ridge. After a long hike they located three bulls and filled
his elk tag with an excellent shot at 60 paces on a nice 5
point bull. Danny had a big 4 point whitetail walk by him
at 200 yards but never stopped or offered a good shot.
On the fifth morning Lance and Richard spotted a group
of elk on the Kenan Ranch. When they stalked to within
range, no good bulls were found and they decided to
fill their elk tags with two nice cows taken at 320 steps.
That evening Richard finished his hunt with a nice, long
tined 6x5 whitetail buck taken at 135 paces on the High
Bar. Danny worked on a group of 9 bulls on Yellow Pine
Ridge. 2 of the bulls walked towards them and at one
point were 330 yards away. They decided to wait for a
closer shot as the bulls were still heading their way. The
bulls turned into some heavy cover, never offered a shot
and disappeared. On the last morning of the hunt, Danny
went back to the Pyramid in hopes of finding the bulls
from the day before. They saw the bulls going into the
timber at first light and never found them again. That
afternoon Danny collected a heavy, deep forked 5x4
mule deer at 87 steps on top of the Dry Range.

Dale Zahradka of Lankin, ND 9-23-21

Richard Gourash of Orlando, FL 11-11-21

On the fourth hunt, November 14-19, guests were

Mike Herzog of Detroit Lakes, MN 11-16-21
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Joel Davis of MS, Mike and Michael Herzog of MN, and
Robb and Zach Heinrich of WA. Robb and Zach were
hunting deer only. This was Mike’s second, Robb’s fourth
and Zach’s second hunt with us.
We had some rain and snow showers and high winds
during this hunt. Highs were in the 50’s and lows were
near 0 degrees.

Zach Heinrich of Spokane, WA 11-18-21

Gabe Hutton of Canton, MI 9-29-21

On Sunday morning Robb looked at quite a few
whitetail bucks in lower Camas Creek but passed in hopes
of finding a bigger deer. That evening Joel tried to get in
range of a nice 5x4 whitetail on the Fort Logan Ranch but
was unable to get a shot. Robb hunted the south pivot
on George’s and passed on some whitetail bucks. On
Monday morning Mike and Michael passed on 2 mule
deer bucks in the north end of the Dry Range. Robb
hunted the Burn and passed on a nice mule deer buck.
That evening Robb passed on 3 more mule deer bucks
in the north end of the Dry Range in hopes of finding a
larger deer. On Tuesday morning Joel looked over a nice
4 point mule deer in the top of the Dry Range but passed.
Mike and Michael had seen a bull bed in some regrowth
timber that morning and patiently sat on him for 7 hours.
That evening Mike collected the heavy horned 5 point
bull at 260 paces above the Clear Range. Joel passed on
a large framed 3 point mule deer in the Dry Range. Robb
filled his deer tag with a beautiful, long tined 5 point
whitetail at 161 yards in Camas Creek. On Wednesday
morning Joel worked on a large group of elk in Democrat
but the elk went into heavy timber at daylight and came
out on the neighbors that evening. Mike and Michael
worked on 3 bulls above the BLM ridge but didn’t get in
range. On Thursday evening Zach connected on a high,
heavy horned 4x3 mulie buck at 145 steps in the top of
the Dry Range. Mike finished his hunt with a high, long
tined 5 point whitetail buck taken at 275 paces out of a
blind on George’s south pivot. Michael harvested a long
tined 5x4 whitetail at 260 yards on the High Bar. Joel
made an excellent shot on a nice symmetrical 4 point
whitetail buck in Elk Creek. On Friday evening Joel missed
a shot at a good bull elk above the Clear Range.
Terry Hansen of WA, Eric Hutton of MI and Kraig
Carver of WA joined us for the fifth and final rifle hunt for
the season, November 21-26. This was Terry’s thirty first,
Eric’s thirteenth and Kraig’s eighth hunt on the ranches.
The weather was cloudy and windy throughout the
week with a few snow flurries on Wednesday morning.
Daytime highs reached 50 degrees with nighttime lows
dropping to -3 degrees.
On the first morning Kraig looked at several nice

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-26-21
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whitetail bucks from George’s Knob but none were in
good range. That evening Eric passed on a 5x4 bull at 300
steps on the back side of Witch Mountain. Terry had a
large whitetail at 267 paces on the Fort Logan Ranch but
the buck was chasing a doe and never offered a shot.
On the second morning Kraig saw 120 elk in 2 groups in
Democrat. That evening they set up on the group that
had the best bull but the elk fed away from them. Eric
saw a bull go into the timber in the north end of the Dry
Range that morning. In the evening he sat across from
where the bull went in but the bull didn’t show. Terry
had a group of 4 bulls come to a waterhole below the
BLM Ridge and connected on a nice 6x5 bull at 230
yards. On the third morning Eric collected a wide framed
3 point mulie buck at 75 steps in the north end of the
Dry Range. That evening Terry looked at a lot of deer in
the High Bar but none of the better bucks came in range
until last light. On the fourth morning Terry worked on
a large whitetail buck that was chasing a doe through
the brush on Camas Creek. He never offered a good shot
and eventually bedded down with the doe in a bunch
of thickets. Kraig harvested a nice 3 point mule deer at
40 paces in the east end of the Dry Range. That evening
Terry sat above the thickets where the buck he had been
trying to get that morning had bedded. The heavy 5
point whitetail buck walked out at 250 yards and Terry
fixed his wagon. On the fifth morning Kraig worked on
the Democrat elk again but they did not cooperate. Eric
snuck up on a group of bulls in heavy timber and made
an excellent shot on a wide 5 point bull that was lying
in his bed at 75 steps. On the last day of the hunt Terry
and Eric teamed up with the idea of filling their cow elk
tags. Eric finished his hunt in the morning with a nice cow
taken at 338 paces south of the Quonset Ridge. Terry had
seen another group of elk go into the Kenan Ranch to
bed. That evening he made an excellent shot on a nice
cow elk at 200 yards that fed into the meadows above
Benton Gulch.

Terry Hansen of Moses Lake, WA 11-22-21

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-23-21

I would like to thank everyone who hunted with us
this season. Your business, friendship and loyalty are
very much appreciated. Everyone put in a hard effort,
made the best of conditions at hand and was a pleasure
to hunt with.
A special thanks to Tammy Dowell, Matt Holloway,
Sid McMillin, Garrett Jobe and Guy Gravert. Their
experience, dedication and hard work are very much
appreciated by all.

Zach Heinrich of Spokane, WA 10-11-21
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Travel Arrangements
We work out of the Helena, MT airport if you choose to fly.
Delta Airlines
Alaska Airlines
United Airlines

1-800-221-1212
1-800-252-7522
1-800-864-8331

Helena Regional Airport

(406) 442-2821

www.helenaairport.com
Bozeman Gallatin Field

(406) 388-8321

www.bozemanairport.com
Billings Logan International

(406) 247-8609

www.flybillings.com
Missoula International

(406) 728-4381

www.flymissoula.com
Great Falls International

Eric Hutton of Wixom, MI 11-25-21

(406) 727-3404

www.flygtf.com

Hampton Inn

725 Carter Drive
Helena, MT 59601
(406) 443-5800
We will pick you up at the Hampton Inn in Helena
around 12:30pm on the day before you are scheduled
to start hunting. We will get you back to Helena about
12:30pm the day after your hunt is completed.
For people choosing to drive, we work out of White
Sulphur Springs, MT. White Sulphur Springs is located
150 miles Northwest of Billings, MT; 75 miles East of
Helena, MT and 75 miles North of Livingston, MT.
We will meet you at our home, 1 mile east of White
Sulphur Springs around 3:30 pm on the day before you
are scheduled to start hunting. We will get you back
to White Sulphur Springs about 9:00 am the day after
your hunt is completed.

Richard Gourash of Orlando, FL 11-11-21

The Spa Hot Springs Motel

PO Box 370
202 West Main
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
1 (406) 547-3366

All Seasons Inn & Suites

PO Box 318
808 3rd Ave SW
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
1 (406) 547-8888 or
Toll Free 1 (877) 314-0241
Ray Rock of Mount Airy, NC 11-1-21
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2022 Hunting Information
In 2022, 17,000 Big Game Combination Licenses will be sold to
non-resident hunters through a drawing process. You can apply
for the license online, or print off the application, fill it out and
send it back by mail to the Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks State
Office in Helena. You will need to apply for the license before the
March 15th deadline. The drawing will take place on April 15th.

The 2022 Big Game Combination Elk/Deer License is
$1135.00 (tentative) and entitles you to 1 elk, 1 deer, fish,
game birds and a conservation number.
ARCHERY

(6 days actual hunting)

1 guide for 1 hunter - $9600.00 per person
1 guide for 2 hunters - $8400.00 per person
Hunt 1 • September 5 - September 10
Hunt 2 • September 12 - September 17
Hunt 3 • September 19 - September 24
Hunt 4 • September 26 - October 1
Hunt 5 • October 3 - October 8
RIFLE

Lance Barber of Orlando, FL 11-8-21

(6 days actual hunting)

1 guide for 1 hunter - $9600.00 per person
1 guide for 2 hunters - $8400.00 per person
Hunt 1 • October 22 - October 28
Hunt 2 • October 30 - November 4
Hunt 3 • November 6 - November 11
Hunt 4 • November 13 - November 18
Hunt 5 • November 20 - November 25

*ALL HUNTS REQUIRE A 50% DEPOSIT TO HOLD RESERVATIONS
I would like to express a sincere thanks to every client that we’ve
had the pleasure of hunting with the last 39 seasons. Without your
business and friendship, the hunting season would not be possible.
Also a big thanks to Camas Creek Cattle and Sheep Company, Fort
Logan Ranch, KC Ranch, Kenan Ranch and Keyhole Cattle Company
for their continued support, understanding and cooperation with our
hunting operation.
Sincerely,

Tom Kuechly of Cincinnati, OH 9-7-21

Doug & Zita Caltrider
Outfitter License # 515
(406) 547-3962
avalanche@mtintouch.net
avalancheoutfitters.com

Robb Heinrich of Spokane, WA 11-16-21
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